
         Let’s change 
how we think 

                    about Africa

Export Our Solutions to Africa Catalyze Ideas Within Africa 
Africa is Poor Africa has all it needs 

Africa won’t change Africa is changing 
Money buys solutions New thinking leads to change 

Give our money Give our experience, knowledge 
Work toward self-sufficiency Model self-sufficiency now 

Build brick and mortar infrastructure Build social and    entrepreneurial infrastructure 
Do it ourselves Train them (and leave) 

Build things Catalyze movements 
Respond to needs Respond to the cause of the need 

Train pastors Train Christians in all sectors 
They can’t They are 

Train individuals Ment or connected people 
Learn on campus Learn in the marketplace. 

We fund They fund 
Emphasize formal education Catalyze training and mentoring relationships 

Change is slow Change can happen faster than you think 
Tackle the problem Tackle the system behind the problem 

Empower individuals and groups  Empower networked leaders  
Help them start businesses Supply a market for their products 

Start an orphanage Mobilize and Train African adoptive families 
Money solves poverty New thinking and justice solves poverty 

Africa needs more churches Africa needs better disciplers 
Leaders have formal education Leaders serve others by leading 

Working in Africa is futile The time is ripe in several countries 
The issues are too overwhelming The solutions are at hand 

There’s not much I can do God, help me invest my resources in the very best 
way, to help those countries  that are ripe for 
change! 

From...  To...

Leadership555

UGANDA
engage like never before

ENVISIONING

LEADING

TRAININGCONNECTING

HRS LEADERS BUDGET CONNECTION
 
5 1500 15,000 PRAYER NETWORK
 
20 555 17,000 LEADER NETWORK
 
20 55 55,000 CATALYST NETWORK
 
30 5 10,000 TRAINER TEAM
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What’s the key to Leadership555?
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BY AFRICA
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RADICAL IDEAS : RADICAL ACTION : RADICAL RESULTS

In partnership with key denominations, humanitarian groups, 
businesses and student organizations Leadership555 will engage 
with a critical mass of Ugandan leaders to change the tide of 
dependence, moving Uganda into a new era of standing on its own 
feet, blessing other nations in Africa, and encouraging them to follow 
the same bold future.
 
I am calling 100+ men, women and couples who believe Africa 
can change. Without leaving your jobs (please don’t!) you can 
have a realistic and radical impact in Uganda.
 
Let’s talk.
 
Mark Orr
778-240-0006    mark@lead555.com
 

NEXT STEP!

Micro + Macro

Radical Refusal

Ecosystem model.

Selective engagement.
Mentoring and engagement aimed toward those with most potential.

L555 weaves together critical heart, mind and character issues plus 
powerful peer connections and support frameworks plus a down to 
earth realistic approach to mobilizing national (Ugandan) resources to 
support national vision.

L555 respectfully refuses to promote the damaging Western practice 
of funding African vision (exceptions in crises or disaster response). 
We also refuse to build buildings and set up our own organizations. All 
ministry or intervention models must be locally sustainable. Instead 
we systemically assist to mobilize local resources.

Radical long-term systemic change happens when micro-empowerment 
(of individuals and small organizations) is combined with macro-
empowerment (the creation of connection networks and support 
systems at a national level). The L555 plan addresses both.

Africans dream, design, and develop their own solutions with dignity.
Africa centred.

networks 
vision incubation 

Info and comm tech
budget $50,000

financial systems
giving paradigms

business mobilization
budget $50,000

TRAINING

Africa is not a dark continent.
 
It is within reach to see profound changes in Africa. But it 
requires radical ideas and radical action.
 

Insist on their funding coming from within the country!
Mobilize courageous counter-cultural leaders!
Build an ecosystem, connecting them to each other!
Incubate vision through planning and implementation!
Get out of the way!

 
You have an opportunity NOW to join a bold initiative to 
mobilize one African country in a dramatic way over the next 
two years... Calling 100 men, women and couples to engage 
like never before... without leaving your jobs or professions!



[ attitude ]  Let’s do what is 
really in the best interest of 
Africa -- enabling Africans to 
address their needs with dignity 
and without dependence.
 
[ radical refusal ]  We take 
money out of the equation. 
Solutions for Africa can’t be 
bought. What Africa needs is 
already in Africa.
 
[ their ideas - their nation ]   

Imagine 555 Ugandan 

leaders taking their vision 

through planning to 

implementation, all the while 

practically connected to 

each other, supported by a 

culture of giving within the 

nation? 

 

Each face 
you see represents a 
vision. I know. Because 
I was there and 
listened.  Your dreams 
for Africa do not 
surpass theirs. 
Celebrate with them the 
dignity of a bold future 
in their own hands.

AFRICA CAN DO IT!
LEAD555.com
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radically counter-cultural leaders
connected to each other
empowered to put their vision into action
funded by resources within the country.
 
The less we do for Africa, the more we enable African leaders, the more we all accomplish. 
 
Join this exciting initiative now and take part in Africa’s future. 
Call Mark now:   778 240 0006 or email mark@lead555.com
 

It doesn’t take a billion dollar foundation to catalyze historic 
change in Africa. It only takes 100 men and women. 
Uganda needs you!
 

100 mentors.  Men, women, and couples who are willing to be coached in a peer -
mentoring relationship with one of the selected Ugandan leaders. Peer-mentoring means 
becoming friends and learning from each other. And you MUST commit NOT to offer any 
funding to Ugandans involved in this program.

 
100 donors.  This program requires $200,000 over two years. This is strictly NOT to fun 
vision in Africa! Sounds counter-intuitive, but this is essential.  This is the budget to 
implement the Leadership555 strategy, not to promote dependence. I am asking each 
donor to consider from $1000 to $5000 gift for both 2011 and 2012. $50,000 needs to be 
committed before December 15, 2011.  See flap for budget outline.

 
3 volunteers: 
One mentor facilitator (8 hrs per month). 
One admin assistant (4 hours per month). 
One PR assistant (4 hours per month).

 
There will also be opportunity to join a mentoring team to Uganda in 2012 and 2013.
 
 Leadership555 resists the ‘feel good’ type of engagement in Africa, and seeks
to do what will really make an enduring difference on the ground. The results are:


